
4/ 
Executive Summary
05/ So the Fed raised policy rates 25 bps: this tightening regime should not last very long - “The slightly accelerated 
tempo (two further rate hikes this year) just puts the Fed back to where they started in 2016, except that (after the 
debacle of the December 2015 tightening), the Fed expects this “gradual” tightening to actually work out this time … 
One implicit reason for the Fed’s resuming the tightening regime is that growth will be “Stable” - but this assumption 
may be tested in a few weeks when Q1 2017 GDP growth will be reported.”

07/ Timing and Tactical Insight: Yield curve - While the US yield curve has started to flatten since December on the 
back of the US rate hike anticipation and consolidating oil prices, we believe that this situation is transitory. We expect 
a slight steepening in April, renewed flattening in May/June, before the long end of the curve accelerates up in H2 
2017, while the short end remains capped by the maturing business cycle (i.e. commodity-led inflation overruns US 
growth in H2). 

12/ The political cycle: Will the winds of change keep on blowing over France? - “For the past 10 months, the 
political cycle of elections has come with its elements of surprises … However, if we look at the capital markets’ 
reaction it seems that those elections have created an increase of volatility through market corrections … but have 
not derailed the underlying reflation trend … The markets have so far been focused on the all-important presidential 
election but the answer might come with the national assembly … if Mrs Le Pen were to be elected, her actions would 
be constrained.”

14/ Timing and Tactical Insight: French election - Despite the looming French election, European equity markets seem 
very well positioned to carry on their trends until end 2017 – early 2018. In terms of protection, we look at alternatives 
to the OAT – Bund spread, which seems crowded, or the DAX vs CAC pair trade which is already Overbought on our 
long term charts. We would consider Gold as an asymmetric protection for now, although its trend seems promising 
beyond May if one can cope with the volatility that could arise from the binary outcome of the election. EUR crosses 
are reversing up, hence a sell-off on a Mrs Le Pen election would be counter-trend and short lived.

21/ Core CPI will decline soon, as credit creation slows and the housing market starts to peak - “As the housing 
market starts to peak, as mortgages rates continue to rise, the rent component of Core CPI will start to fade. But the 
situation is exacerbated by the fact that recent price increases have been entirely in goods that consumers cannot 
go without – gasoline and rent. Slow economic growth combined with the “bad” kind of inflation is not a recipe for a 
happier consumer.”

23/ Timing and Tactical Insight: Inflation sensitive assets - Inflation sensitive assets (and Oil) make a come back in 
April before a new sell-off in May/June. Gold is more defensive and should resist better towards late Q2 2017. The 
second half of the year should see Oil accelerate on the upside, while Gold follows once US growth and the US Dollar 
deceive.

27/ Equity prices and bond yields moving contra to each other: look for liquidity factors to explain the move – 
“The yield on the -10year Treasury bond has gone above 2.6 percent … a level “Bond King” Bill gross considers to be a 
“tipping point” for future interest rate levels … The equity market was not saved from speculations that rising rates will 
“destroy” valuation. The Nobel Prize of Economics winner Robert Shiller was also talking about the US stock market 
being overvalued … The situation is better understood as a liquidity issue … The election is now history, and so the 
US Treasury has embarked in an effort to offset all the liquidity that was meant to influence the election ... We expect 
those dynamics to cause a sharp sell-off in the equity markets and a sharp decline in bond yields in late April.”

29/ Timing and Tactical Insight: Equities and Bond Yields - Equities and Bond Yields should find support between now 
and early April to then extend up at high levels until the end of April. A correction on the downside should materialize 
into May/June. 

35/ MJT ‘s “Splicing the markets”: Inflation vs the Dollar in H2 2017 - EUR/USD should confirm a significant bottom 
between now and late Q2 2017. During the second half of the year, it could accelerate up towards 1.15 – 1.22, while 
US to European yield spreads narrow, inflation sensitive assets outperform equities and World markets outperform 
US equities (a dangerous cocktail where US inflation overruns US growth, not dissimilar to the run-up to the Great 
Financial Crisis).
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